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This is not so (see, for example, the remarks on the history of 
the problem of the speed of light in H.T. Pledge's Science Since 
1500) . 
There are several reasons for these extended comments on a 
book that was not intended primarily as a textbook in the history 
of mathematics. First of all, students will be reading this 
book and it is important that their instructors realize the 
points at which the book is weak. Accuracy is doubly important 
when one is writing for a general audience, for experts in the 
field can take the good and lament the bad, while the general 
reader is not in a position to pick and choose. Secondly, the 
approach of the book is sound, the writing is generally attrac- 
tive, and much of the substance is valuable. For these reasons 
the criticisms of this review should be looked at as suggestions 
to the authors for an improved second edition. 
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In the introduction, chapter one, the author states that his 
purpose in writing the book is "to trace the history of set 
theory and its influence on the foundations of mathematics from 
its earliest beginnings up to the start of the axiomatic theories. 
He gives primary emphasis to the work of Cantor and the basic 
features of general set theory as opposed to the theory of sets 
of points. Johnson hopes that his work will be useful to math- 
ematicians and historians in general, but especially to teachers 
of mathematics at all levels. Unfortunately the reviewer must 
report that he feels the author has not had much success in 
achieving his goals. In general, the book is rather lifeless, 
unexciting, and superficial. The author's style is stilted and 
frequently reads like a clumsy translation from German. Histori- 
cal scholars and mathematicians will find the isolation of early 
set theory from its context of late 19th- and early 20th-century 
mathematics and the shallow treatment of Cantor's work frustra- 
ting. More important to teachers than a simple chronology is 
an understanding of the relationship of set theory to other areas 
of mathematics and what questions and problems motivated the 
development of set theory. They will learn little about these 
questions from this book. The lack of an index makes the use of 
the book as a reference work difficult. 
Chapter two is a biographical sketch of Cantor, largely 
adapted from A. A. Fraenkel's biography (Jahresbericht der 
Deutschen Math. Verein. 39 (1930)). We get little feeling for 
Cantor as a man from this chapter. The main features of his life 
are sketched in order to put his mathematical worksinperspective. 
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The story of the famous quarrel with Kronecker is told, and its 
effects on Cantor are discussed. The author acknowledges that 
Kronecker's attacks may not have been entirely personal but he 
gives us little or no detailed description of Kronecker's views. 
Chapter three, on Cantor's work in set theory, is the core 
of the book. The author surveys, more or less chronologically, 
Cantor's papers on set theory. In the reviewer's opinion this 
chapter suffers from an overemphasis on the topics of Cantor's 
thought to the neglect of the substance. Cantor's methods of 
proof are not discussed in detail. We see that his thought 
evolved from point-set-oriented methods to abstract general 
methods, but this is only incidental to the chronological dis- 
cussion of the subjects of Cantor's papers, and it is not given 
sufficient emphasis by the author. We are told that Cantor first 
proved the nondenumerability of the real numbers by the nested 
interval method, which is not explained. The author gives far 
too little attention (beyond acknowledging it) to the origin 
of Cantor's theories in his work with trigonometric series. 
In discussing the introduction of the concept of ordinal number 
the author twice mentions Cantor's method of "generation and 
limitation" without explaining it. We learn that Cantor was 
critical of the theories of Bolzano and Dedekind regarding the 
continuum,but we are not given any detailed information as to 
the nature of these mathematicians' theories. In fact, the 
author often neglects the work of other mathematicians, simply 
telling us that they did some unspecified related work. Some- 
times Cantor's own work is not described sufficiently. For 
example, the author tells us that in one paper Cantor proved 
several theorems concerning countable sets, but only one is 
stated and the subject of the others is not given. 
Chapter four is a discussion of the discovery of the paradoxes. 
The author does not emphasize the important distinction between 
a paradox as a genuine logical contradiction requiring modifica- 
tion of the theory and a paradox as an astounding, possibly 
counter-intuitive, theorem which is not logically contradictory. 
Thus Russell's paradox and the Banach-Tarski paradox are not put 
in proper perspective. 
In chapter five, on some early twentieth-century developments, 
the author examines the ramifications of the discovery of the 
paradoxes. He discusses the development of the axiomatic 
theories of sets without discussing complete axiom sets in detail. 
The three schools of foundations, intuitionism, formalism, and 
logicism, are discussed as well as their methods for dealing 
with the paradoxes. The problems of the consistency and inde- 
pendence of the axiom of choice and the continuum hypothesis are 
discussed; Giidel's work on consistency and Cohen's work on 
independence are referred to. It is interesting to note that 
Giidells difficult Annals of Mathematics study on the consistency 
of the continuum hypothesis is referred to but the only reference 
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to Cohen's work is a popular expository article in Scientific 
American. The author points out that large portions of mathe- 
matics may have to beabandoned under intuitionism, but he does 
not mention the modern resurgence of interest in constructive 
mathematics and the work of Errett Bishop on constructive 
analysis. 
The concluding chapter, chapter six, is on set theory in the 
school mathematics program. This chapter seems out of place and 
completely unrelated to the previous chapters. The chronology of 
various curriculum reform attempts is given, with occasional 
brief descriptions of the recommendations of the various groups. 
Little discussion is given of the reasons for the particular 
reforms proposed. Also, no evaluation or comparison of the 
proposals is given. 
In conclusion, a reader of this book will gain some knowledge 
of the chronology of Cantor's major work in set theory. He will 
learn little about the origins of set theory and its importance 
at the time of its development. The lack of substantive detail 
will make the reading difficult for the mathematically naive 
reader and unsatisfying for the more erudite. 
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(An English summary follows this review) 
PeseHsapyeMm ICSiBra RBJIR~TCR nep~ofl ug aanzaHBpo- 
BBHHO# B;BTOpOM C3pBB XHRr l-l0 HCTOPHH &lpabCBOfl apB@Me- 
TElKEI , B BOTOpbtX IIpe,VIOlal-33TC.R O~dJIHKOBaTb TeKCT 
HaK6onee 3HaPHTeJIbHMX cpeJ.weseKoBbm COmHeHHfi Ii Ha 
OCHOBSHHH EIX HCCJIeJlOBElHHR J@Tb IIpaBElJIbHyIo OIW3Ky 
sluraAa apa6cKKx ynemx B pa3aeTae rdaTeMaTwzecKo# mmnf. 
B IlO&pOdHOM osepite HCTOpKH apabcKo# apH@MeTHKH 
(c~p.ll-63) &UI aHam OCHOB, Ha KOTO~EUC 6aaHpoBMacb 
MaTeMaTHKa apa6oB. rJIaBHJ’T0 H3 3THX OCHOB COCTBBJIReT, 
no tmeHm0 mTop8, xpewm apmh4eTKnecKm CHcTeMa-- 
naubqeBo# cqeT (finger reckoning, al-!isZb al yad), 
IIOJIyneHHaJl apadam B HaCJleHCTBO OT HX lIpWWCeCTBeHHHKOB; 
memo 3~0~ HCTO~MHK apabcrcoff apm#meTmcsi paccMaTpK- 
BaeTca B xasx~o# Kmre. Ha BT~~OM 3Tane Kccnexosaxm 
x-p A.C. Ca#XaH IIpeAnoJIaraeT 06paTHTbCH K HBYM J&pyrHM 
HCTOPffHKEUf: K HHJJH#CKO# apSf@MeTRKe, OCHOBaFIHOti Ha 
xecfmitmo# nosKsaoaso# mereMe cafcaemifi c npmeHe- 
